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How Patreon Uses Amplitude
to Get Their Creators Paid
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employees using
Amplitude weekly

of data-informed product
improvements made
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With more than 100,000 creators and two million
subscription memberships on their platform, Patreon
has a massive amount of data to use in order to

Patreon’s business is aligned with its creators. When

answer the question that drives their mission:

they make money, Patreon achieves its business
goals. For Patreon, Amplitude is key a provider to

“How do we help more creative people make a living

user behavior insights that can uncover the power of

through putting amazing things out into the world?”

a simple UX change that doubled conversions across
the site.

Much of their work on this problem has centered
around the pledge flow—the events that tend to take

Data Democratization

place before a new subscriber signs up to give money

For Patreon, one of the most important qualities in

to a creator.

selecting a product analytics tool is that it can be used
by anyone on the team to understand user behavior.

By using event segmentation and funnel analysis

Amplitude enables that democratic access.

in Amplitude, the team identified the fixes that

amplitude.com

helped convert more potential subscribers (making

A designer trying to understand a user path—where

the checkout flow more secure, using social proof)

users go and what kind of flow they should be

and which ones didn’t (“cart abandonment” emails,

designing for—uses Amplitude to see the big picture

repeated explanations of what creators do).

of user behavior.

But the biggest, most impactful change they

At the same time, the power of Amplitude allows

discovered using Amplitude was that the more

the data scientists on the team to dig deeper into

entrances to that pledge flow funnel, the more

the results of A/B tests, a computation, or a raw

overall subscriptions they were able to drive.

event stream.

In an effort to improve conversions in the pledge flow,
they implemented a new page feature called “blurred
posts”—unreadable posts from a creator that only
become visible after a viewer subscribes. They linked
each blurred post to the checkout flow—if you clicked
you were prompted to subscribe—and doubled the
overall conversion rate on creator pages across all
of Patreon.

Amplitude creates such a
strong peace of mind for me
as a taxonomy owner and
downstream consumer of
app data.
Maura Church
Head of Data Science, Patreon
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A Trusted Data Source
As a downstream consumer of app data, the person
looking at their product analytics needs to be able to
trust that the data they’re looking at is accurate.
Amplitude lets Patreon have that peace of mind.
Whether it’s data from the mobile, mobile web, or
web versions of the product, the data Amplitude
sends the Patreon team is clean, effectively named
and categorized, and reflective of everything that’s
actually happening with their users.

Understand User Behavior
The long-term goal for Patreon’s product team
is straightforward: help their creators build their
own businesses and give them the tools they need
to succeed.
To do that, Patreon uses Amplitude to understand
everything about the subscribers who use their
platform—from what UX elements heighten or
hamper conversions to exactly how to structure
their checkout flow.

Ready to get started?
Chat with us at amplitude.com
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